
 
 

Informative letter 
 

I international scientifically-practical conference: 
“Cosmic philosophy-Cosmic Law-Cosmic activity: a 

trinity of a human cosmic breakthrough” 
 

Date of the event:.23-24th may 2020  

Digital venue: Digital platform RКО.NBICS.NET 

 
Without purpose there is no essence, without essence there is no action, 

without action there is no result. 
The purpose defines both philosophy and ideology. The essence, reflecting 

purpose, is manifested through legal basis of action. The action, based on the 
essence of the legal basis, leads to the result – achievement of purpose.  

A trinity of cosmic philosophy, law and action is beyond doubt. 
Cosmic knowledge is accumulated slowly. On one hand, the hail from myth 

and religion, ancient tales and philosophy, which are surprisingly often 
corroborated. On the other hand – from spiritual practice and empiric cosmic 
exploration. His whole life long, a man gets to know the laws of cosmic nature, 
being born in the cosmic course of a body of Earth. He is fated to inhabit the 
infinite Cosmos. The conquest of the Cosmos goes both ways, spiritual and 
material.  

Spiritual way is the philosophical, religious and mystical quest. Material 
way is scientific research, construction and operation of specific techno-
engineering projects.   

Both ways gradually reveal the mysteries of Being and Purpose for humanity 
in the Universe. Before the next leap in cosmic exploration, humanity must create a 
firm legal basis for it’s cosmic history.  

The pre-history of the Cosmic Age, with cosmic activity bereft of a united 
legal basis for the entire humanity, is over. Without awareness of the trinity of 
comic philosophy, law, and activity, further cosmic exploration is a sand castle.  

The I international scientifically-practical conference: “Cosmic philosophy-
Cosmic Law-Cosmic activity: a trinity of a human cosmic breakthrough” intends to 
demonstrate the unbreakable unity of these categories, and create a basis for a 
united logic and development of the trinity.  



 
Students, postgraduates, applicants, doctoral students, and researchers 

are invited to participate in the conference. 
The conference will take place online on 23-24th of may via the digital 

platform of the Russian Cosmic Society rko.nbics.net 
Find the operation instructions attached.  
 
We plan to hold a plenary session and work in sections. 
Schedule of speeches: 
20 minutes in plenary session; 15 minutes in breakout sections 
 
Program for 23.05.2020 
10: 00-13: 00 Plenary session 
13: 00-14: 00 Lunch break 
14: 00-18: 00 Work of the sections 
Cosmic philosophy: past-present-future. 
Head of the section – Vladimir V. Makarov, Deputy Chairman of the 

RCO Philosophical Council, Ph.D. 
 
Program for 24.05.2020 
10: 00-13: 00 Work of the sections (parallel in different webinar rooms) 
- Space law is the basis for further successful space exploration. 
Head of the section - Gennady Razhnov, head of the Practical 

Cosmonautics Section of the RKO, Ph.D. 
 
- Practical cosmonautics, goals and objectives, state and prospects. 
Head of the section - Denis Prudnik, Chairman of the RKO Youth 

Council, postgraduate student of MAI 
13: 00-14: 00 Lunch break 
14: 00-17: 00 continuation of the sections 
 
17: 00 Discussion. Summary of the conference results 
Webinar room of the Space Law section. 
 
The detailed program of the conference will be published on the website of 

the Russian Cosmic  Society, https://cosmatica.org/ on may 18th, 2020 
 
The conference materials will be published in the form of a digital collection 

of scientific articles on the RCS website https://cosmatica.org/ and information 
resources of conference partners. 

Best reports and/or articles will be published in the next issues of the RSCI 
network scientific publications: "Persistent development: science and practice", 
"Persistent innovative development: design and management" (scheduled for 
release 30.06.2020). 

https://cosmatica.org/redirect?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvk.com%2Faway.php%3Fto%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Frko.nbics.net%26amp%3Bamp%3Bcc_key%3D
https://cosmatica.org/


 
Для участия в конференции необходимо: 
 
To participate in the conference, you must: 

1. By May 15th 2020 submit the application in the prescribed form 
(Appendix 1) to the organizing committee via email: info@cosmatica.org, titled 
«Cosmic Conference» 

2. By June 15th, 2020, submit the following to the organizing committee via 
email: info@cosmatica.org, titled “Russian Cosmic Conference”: the article up to 
15 pages of printed text, including: information about the author/authors (full 
name, academic degree, title, position, employment), abstract (in Russian and 
English), revealing the problem statement, methods and results of the research; 
keywords (in Russian and English); font - Times New Roman, font size - 14; line 
spacing - 1.5; margins - 2 cm all sides; width alignment; red line - 1.0. 

The organizing committee reserves the right to select articles for publication. 
Only articles relevant to the Conference are accepted. 

Executive secretary of the conference: Anna Kozlova 
Phone: +79052518186, email: kozlova@cosmatica.org  
Head of technical support: Pavel Romanovich Antonov 
Phone: + 79268239364, email: antonov@cosmatica.org  
 
Information about the conference on the website of the RCS: 

https://cosmatica.org/projects/188  
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Appendix 1 
 

Application 
to participate in the I international scientifically-practical conference: 

“Cosmic philosophy-Cosmic Law-Cosmic activity: a trinity of a human 
cosmic breakthrough” 

 
 

Наименование 
 

 

 
Full name 

 

 

Country, city  

 
Academic degree, academic title 

 

 
Position 

 

 

 
Subject of the report 

 
 

 
Contact information  

(mobile phone, email) 

 

 
Summary of the report 

 

 
Additional information, requests 

 

I agree with the use of my personal 
data (except for phone number and 
address) when publishing materials. 

Full name 

 

 
 


